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UNITED STATES ARMY AVIATION BOARD

Fort Rucker, Alabama

REPORT OF TEST

FROJECT NR AVN 2260

HELICOPTER-MOUNTED SS-11 ANTI-TANK GUIDED MISSILE SYSTEM

1, (C) AUTHORITY.

a. Directive.

(1) Letter, ATIEV- 4 47L94/558(C) (20Nov58), Hea~qv=-ters,
USCONARC, 20 November 1958, subject: "Test Directive for User Service
Test of an Anti-tank Cuided Missile System (U)."

(2) DF, ATIEV-41 , Headquarters, USCONARC, 22 January 1959,

subJect* "User-Service Test of an Anti-Tank Guided Missile System (U).i

(3) Letter, ATmEV-4 471.94/119(C)(30 Mar 59), Headquarters,
LECONARC, 30 March 1959, subject: "Test Directive for User Service Test
of an Anti-tank Guided Missile System (U)."

b. Purpose. To determine if the he-Acopter is a suitable vehicle
from which to fire and control the SS-11 missile.

2. () FERENCES.

a.. Plan of Test, Project Nr 2011, "Test of SS-11 Anti-Tank Guided
Missile System (iD Project Nr 516-05-015) (U)," 1S Army Armor Board, 22
July 1959.

b. Report of Test, Project Nr FA 1158 (Supplemental), "User Service
Test of French Anti-Tank Guided Missile System, SS-10 (Helicopter-Mounted),"
US Army Artillery Board, 19 December 1958.

c. First Partial Report of Project Nr 2011, "Test of SS-ll Anti-
Tank Guided Missile System, Part I - Test of Basic Anti-Tank Guided Missile
System Without Regard to Vehicle Mount," US Army Armor Board, 29 January 1960.

3. (C) BACKGROUND.

a. In 1958 the U.S. Army Aviation Board completed testing of
the AS..0 Antitank Guided Missile (ATGM) installed on the H-13H Helicopter.
It was concluded that the helicopter-mounted SS-10 system was suitable for
Army use. It was recommended that it be classified Standard, Modernization
Code B (STD-B), that certain deficiencies be corrected prior to procure-
ment, and that organization and basis of issue be determined by tho U.S.



Army Aviation School. Subsequent to the service test the Aviation School
conducted troop tests of the system at Ft. RucYer, Ala., Ft. Benning, Ga.?
and Ft. Knox, Ky° Procurement action on the helicopter-mounted SS-10
system was held in abteyance until the completion of the service test of
the helicopter-maited 8S U sstem. Some of the factors considered were:

(1) Components cf the SS-I0 system peculiar to the heli-
copter installation were not in production. The French do not employ
the SS-10 from aircraft.

(2)M r redesigv of the launchers would be neceissary to
correct the deficiencies nted during the test (see paragraph 2b above)°

(3) Infcrmation aAilUble on the SS-ll system indicated
that it bad the following advantages over the SS-10 system when considered
as a helicopter-mounted systems

(a) In production and in operational use on both
rotary- and fixed-wing aircraft in other countries.

(b) Maximm range of approximately 3200 meters compared
to the 1500-meter umximam range of the SSI0.

(c) Maximom velocity of 425 m.p.h. compared to 179
m.p.h. for the SS-10 vich would mn a reduction of the exposure 'time for
the helicopter.

(d) A type of control system more suitable for air
launching the missilo.

(e) A wingspan of approximately 10 inches less than
the SS-10 which woul4 allow a more compact installation.

b. The HU-1 was selected as the most suitable helicopter for
mounting the SS-11 system. Factors considered were:

(1) The HU-l( ) Helicopter is a standard item in production
and will be organic to %any Army tactical units.

(2) It should accept a six-missile SS-11 L ystem without
restricting the utility of the helicopter except for the added weight.

(3) The HU-I carries a considerabli payload, has a low
noise level, and has a low silhouette.

(4) The high mounting of the main rotor would reduce or

eliminate the possibility of its severing the missile control wires°
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c. The Aviation Board 8S-11 project officer and one other RU-I

helicopter pilot were trained as SS-11 gunners at the US Army Infantry

School, Fort Benning, Georgia.

d. Engineering testing of the helicopter-mounted S-11 ATCM

system was conducted by th U.S. Army Rocket and Guided Missile Agency

at Redstone Arsenal, Alaba, during the period 3 December 1959 through

24 March 1960. Thirty-five S-21 missiles were fired from the HU-I

helicopter during the engineering test. The Aviation Board provided the

helicopter and crew, including gunners, for the tests at Redstone Arsenal.

4. (C) SCRIPTION OF MATER3L.' The S-11 ATO.M system was installed

on an HU-I helicopter ts2 eeei1ge-l)r.C Ballast was required in this instal-

lation (see-Test- -NoT 7--7 apndiC A)', -There is reason to believe, however,

that ballast will not be required in production installations. (Items of

the helicopter-mounted S-11 ATGM system which are identical with those

of the ground systems are not described in detail in this report.)

--a-, Six missile launchers (three on each side, mounted on horizontal

booms) were installed on the helicopter. The launchers can be jettisoned

from the helicopter individually or simultaneously in an emergency. The

launcher booms can be readily removed or folded vertically to the stowed

position (see figure 2).

b. The gunner's controls were installed on the copilot's 
side

of the cockpit without removing the flight controls. 
The control box

was mounted on the pedestal between the pilot's and copilot's 
seats

in a position convenient to the gunner,(see figure 
3). Items on this

control box were:

(1) A voltmeter for checking the supply voltage.

(2) A switch for remote operation of the signal generator.

(3) A rotary-selection switch for selecting the desired

missile for firing.

(4) A firing button to fire the selected missile.

(5) A switch to jettison the control wires from the

launcher after the missile reaches the target.

(6) A switch to jettison the individual launcher selected

on the rotary selection switch.

(T) A switch to jettison all launchers simultaneously.
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co The gunner's missile control stick and the sight were located
or a pole mounted on the front of his -eat (see figure 4). The sight used
wan one devloped by the University of Rochester for the P-61 "Black Widow"
night fighter, It ccas 'sted of eight-power binoculars mounted in a frame
and isolat I from the helicopter vibrations in the horizontal plane by two
dampers vh ,h employed a rubber diaphragm in a thin cylinder. Vertical
vibrations induced to the sight by the helicopter were reduced to an accept-
able level by mounting the sight on four vibration dampers. The mount for
the sight and the control stick was fabricated and installed at the Aviation
Board. A standard Mark 8 aircqaft gunsight was installed on the pilot's
side (see figure 5). The pilot's sight and the gunner's binoculars were
aligned to enable the pilot to keep the target in the gunner's binoculars.

d. A heading control system for the helicopter, (see figure 6)
designated as the Lear Millimin Automatic Control and Damper Reading Command
(lear IXACON DHC), was manufactured by Lear, Inc., for this test. Item
was comprised of components in production and designed to military specifica-
tions. The system weighed approximately four pounds. Two switches were
provided on the cyclic stick for pilot operation of the system. upon
sighting the target in his sight the pilot would throw the engage switch
to the ON position. This locked the helicopter on the heading to the
target. By means of the two-way rate trim, the pilot was able to command
small heading changes to correct for crosswinds on the firing run without
disengaging the heading lock. This feature also enabled the pilot to track
moving targets smoothly. The two operating switches were installed on the
pilot's cyclic control stick (see figure 5) so that he could engage, operate,
and disengage the heading control without diverting his attention from the
target.

5- (0) SU1MY OF TH IS 23~

a. Physical Characteristics* The six-missile SS-ll system
installed o4 the HU-I weigea d7F potmds including missiles, imposed
only a small volume penalty upon the helicopter, and was suitable in
configuration with one minor cxcepbion: the signal generator ad the
selection box should be relocated to one of the electrical compartments.

b. Reliab lt. The helicoter-mounted S8-11 system was 100-
percent reliabie.- No-failures or malfunctions occurred. No component
required repair or replacement.

c* Accu acyo Overall accuracy obtained was _ percent ( 8
hits out of 4 YHISigs)

(1) Of 20 firings in cruising flight, 32 were hits
(jpercent).

(2) Of' 8 firings in hovering flight, 6 were hits
Spercent).
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-CONDENTIA['
(3) Of i: firings from the helicopter operating on the

g r.omd, 1. were hits'7-9 percent).

(4) Of IL firings utilizing the Lear NMIAOCN DHC -, its
present configuration, 11 were hits (8L percent).

This sharp increase in accuracy is a &d41..ct result of the positive heading
control provided by the MIIACON DHC.

d. ugednesso The helicopter was flown 202 hours with the -11
system installed. No filures or deferts were noted in any compo ent of
the system.

e. Climatic Effects. All components of the system functioned
properly after operation in rain and dust. Only normal care and cleaning
were necessary.

f. Readiness. It required 30 minutes for the pilot and gunner
to unpack, check, and load six missiles. It required seven minutes for
an experienced four..man ground-loading crev to load six prepared missiles.

g. Helicopter Missile Inado The HU-. heli opter can carry a
full load of fuel, pilot and gunner, the SS-11 system complete with six
missiles, and 1267 pounds of cargo. This adtitional cargo capability
permits carrying six SS-11's in shipping crates.

h. Minimum and Maximum Feasible Ranges.

(1) The minimum feasible rangf was the same as that for the
ground systems; however, tr.e mobility of the airborne system enables the
crew to fire at the most desirable ranges.

(2) The maximum feasible range was 3000 meter-, the maximum
range of the system. The helicopter flight speed and altitude had no
apparent effect on the rang of the mi. site.

i. M.intenance ad Preflight Requlirements. The helicopter crew
chief could perform organizational maintenance &,d pre-firing checks of
the system after approximately eight hours of instruction. The pre-
firing 6ystem circuit check was similar to at performed on the ground
vehi: le systems and required approximately 15 minutes.

j. Safety. Safety pr.v-isione of the system as installed were
ade tuate with one exception: the missi es could not be jettisned manually
in the event of an electrical power failure. No incidents occurred which
created a hazard to the crew or to the safe operation of the helicopter.
Ballast had to be added to the tail of the helicopter to maintain the
center of gravity if the helicopter was to be flown at airspeeds above 80
knots.
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k. Suitability of the HU-1 Helicopter, The HU-i equipped with
an automatic heading control ws a suitable vehicle from which to fire
and guide the SS-11o The gunner's field of vision was good, and wind-
shield distortion was not apparent. The missile system did not materially
restrict the utility of the helicopter. Its configuration permitted firing
in forward flight, at a hover or on the ground. An HU-1 on the alert line
can be one mile away in less than 60 seconds after the pilot engages the
starter. It had a low noise level and a low silhouette. The ease of
operation allows the pilot to devote maximum attention to the tactical
situation.

6. (c) DISCUSSION0

a. Sigting Devices.

(1) A sight was not provided a part of the helicopter-
mounted SS-i2 system. The French have not yet developed a suitable
sight for use in the helicopter and, consequently, are unable to take
advantage of the full range of the SS-11 when firing it from the air.
Optical g4gnification is necessary for the gunher to guide the missile
to tank-size targets at ranges beyond 1000 meters. Obstacles to pro-
viding suitable optical magnification for helicopter-borne sights have
been the vibrations and the instability inherent in all helicopters.

(2) During the engineering test of the helicopter-mounted
SS-fl systems at Redstone Arsenal, a w3.de variety of devices was tested
in the search for a means of providing optical magnification to aid the
gunner in guiding the missile to the target. Item tested included
helmet-mounted binoculars and monocular, gyro-stabilized binoculars,
chest-mounted binoculars with gym stabilization, low-power binoculars
worn like eyeglasses, a French tank sight in a variety of mounts, and a
prototype sight developed for the P-61 night figter.

(a) Only the P-61 sight proved suitable for use in
the helicopter. This sight was developed, at the UMversity of Rochester
for the P-61 "Black Widow" night fighter. It is not known if the sight
was placed in operational useo Mounts for the sight were fabricated by
Board personnel after many trial-and-error experiments. This sight
provided the helicopter-borne SS,II gunner a stable, magnified target
image and a means of guiding the missile to tank-size targets at the
maximum range of the system. The sight is rugged, ':eliable, simple
to mnipulate, and has no moving parts except for the rubber diaphragms
in the two dampers.

(b) With some engineering research and design this
basic sight could possibly be improved to eliminate all of the helicopter
vibrations from the gunner's sight, f.c increase the field of view, and
to increase the magnification. The production version of the sight should
also be mounted from the roof of the gunner's compartment to allow out-of-
the-way stowage when not in use and to remove a potential hazard.
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(c) A means of enabling the pilot to keep the target in
the gunner's sight had to be devised as the gunner could not guide the
missile and adjust the sight simultaneously. A standard Mark 8 aircraft
gunsight was installed for the pilot, The two sights were aligned prior
to firing. Thus, by keeping the target in his sight, the pilot was able
to keep the target in the gunuer's sight.

b. Helicopter Instability.

(1) The slightest tendency of the helicopter to yaw, pitch,
or roll caused movement of the target in the gunner's sight and usually
resulted in a target miss. This problem became acute in turbulent and
gusty air. Simulated firing runs revealed that the pilot could maintain
the desired pitch and roll attitude but could not maintain yaw (heading)
control as accurately as necessary; flight in turbulent air caused the
helicopter to yaw to the point where the target would pass out of the
field of view of the gunner's sight. A positive means of maintaining
aircraft heading was necessary to eliminate misses caused by yaw movements
of the helicopter.

(2) In mid-March 1960 the Aviation Board contacted Lear, Inc.,
Santa Monica, California, and requested the loan pf a Lear Super ARCON
(atomtic rudder control), an item evaluated by the Board in 1958. A
Super ARCON was not available but the Astronics Division of Lear, Inc.,
offered to fabricate a heading control system at no cost to the government.
On 4 April 1960, a representative of the Astronics Division arrived at
Fort Rucker with the equipment and installed it in the HU-1 helicopter
equipped with the SS-11 system.

(3) Testing with the headin control system (Lear MIIACON DHC)
began with service-test firing number ii (see chart in appendix c). Initial
test firings utilizing the Lear MIIACON DHC indicated several modifications
were necessary to give the equipment more positive control. The changes
were wade as testing continued and, by service-test firing number 25, the
equipment was functioning as desired. Subsequent to firing number 25, IL
missiles were fired of which 35. were hits, resulting in an accuracy
figure of 89 percent. This -- percentage of hits was a direct result
of the positive heading control provided by the Lear MI1ACON DHC

c. SS-ll Kit for the HU-I. The SS-11 system as installed on the
HU-l could be readily adaptea"a installation.

(1) The adoption of the SS-Il system in kit form would offer
these advantages:

(a) All HU-. series helicopters could be readily fitted
with the SS-ll system in the field.

7



CONFII)ENTAV
(b) The coinmgder would have the option of varying the

number of SS-l equipped HU-1 series helicopters to fit each situation.

(c) SS-11 equipment on grounded aircraft could be used
on other aircraft.

(2) Items which would be permnently installed on the

helicopter are:

(a) Internal cables and wires°

(b) Hard points for launcher attachment.

(c) Brackets to accept the two sights, the control
stick, the generator, the selection box., and the control box.

(3) components of the "kit" would be:

(a) Iaunchers and support booms

(b) Two sights

(c) Control stick

(d) Control 'box

(e) Genamtor

(f) Selection box

(g) Automatic heading control (Lear MIACON MU).

T. (C) CONCLSIIN 0S

a. The helicopter equippad with automtic heading control is a
suitable vehicle from which to fie and control the SS-l.I missile.

b. The HU-I( ) helicopter is suitable as a vehlle for the SS-11
system and so mounted, the system will provide tactical counders with
an airborne anti-tank weapon which is fast, rugged. reliable; sccurate,
ready, and easily operated by a two-am crew.

c, Accuracy in the ordew of 90 percent can be achileved if the
P-61 and latrk 8 sights and the-eaor NIIACON DHC axe incorpora.ted as
essential components of the 88-3. system.

do Discrepancies and shortcoxings listed in &pendix B should
be corrected.

8



8. (C) ICOMNITIOLi It in recommended tbatt

a. SubJect to incor~oxtion of equipment outlined in paragraph
7c and correction ot discrepwices outlined in section I, appendix B,
the helicopter-moued S-9-1. aztiti k guided niusile system be type
classified Standsrd A. (Th.s wll replace no existing eoquipment.)

b. The HU-L( ) holicopter be utilized for mouItng the 88-3.
system.

e. The 88-i ATGO system be adopted for helicopters in kit form.

Colonel, Artillery
y" Presie4nt
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APPNDIX A

DetAls of Test

1. (C) Test No. 1 - Thosical Characteristics.

a. The SS-l system as installed on the HU-1 helicopter munted
three launchers horizontally on each side of the fu Alage near the tenter
of gravity of the aircraft. The gunner's controls we-e installed in the
copilot's side of the cockpit without removing the copilot's flight controls.

be The S8-11 system installed on the EU-1 helicopter, including
six missiles, weighed 727 pounds. The installed system imposad a small
volume penalty upon the HU-i helicopter since most of the cos ponents were
mounted,externally. Only the control sticky the control box, the T9C
generator, the selection box, and the amner's and pilot's sights were
installed internally (see figure 7)0 (In future installations the selec-
tion box and the T90 generator should be instale"d in ono of the radio or
electrical compartments, since they are not wnipulted in flight.) The
inelallation of the system did not impa ir the ability of the helicopter
to perform any of its noral missions.

C0 With outboard missiles in place, the insta atiom extended
4 feet 10 inches from the sides of the fuselage, and wves easi'y otoved
vertically by removing four bolts. With missiles installed on th*
launchers, minimum ground clerance was one foot six inches. T,. iibord
missiles (numbers 5 and 6) cleared the fuselage by UiJ inches.

-.o The launcher booms were adjustable through the range of 0 to
10 degrees elevation in relation to the longitudinal axis of the helicopter.
Ordnance eng'nser testing determined that nine degrees' elevatian vas
suitable for firing when the helicopter was on the ground, hoverig at any
altitude, or cruising at any altitude. No missiles were grounded becase
of low launches, and no control wires were cut by the rotor.

e. Each launcher was individually wired to the selection box
and an inoperative launcher did not preclude utilization of the other
launches.

2. (C) Test No. 2 - Reliability. The helicopter-mounted SS-11
system was 1.00-percent reliable throughou the test. All of the components
functioned properly throughout the test without repair or replaement.
One missile received for the test was not fired because a test performed
by Nord Aviation representatives indicated that it was probably defective.

10
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3. (C) Test No._3 4c y 0 missiles were fired from the HU-I
helicopter at statioa-y targets at ranges from 8W to 300 meters, from
flight altitudes of 0 to 0 feet, at airsepeeds from 0 to 7 kaots.
Ibving targets were not avail3able. Missiles were fired while the helicopter
was operated in 'bree general flight regimes, i.e., in crutsing flight at
various altitude-. and airspeeds, in hovering flight at various altitudms,
and on the ground with the engine and rotors trning at operating r.p.m.
(see figures _ 10 . and 11.3. Tank-type targets were uSed.

a. The overall accuracy obtained was .O percent hits (28 hits
out of 40 firings).

(1) The percentage of hits obtained from firings while the
helicopter was operated on the groimd was 92 percent (11 hits out of 12
firings)o _

(2) The percentage of hits obtained from firings while the
helicopter was operated at a hover was j_ percent ( 6 hits out of 8
firings).

(3) The percentage of hits obtained from firings while the
helicopter was operated. in cruising flight wa 15 percent (11 hits out
of 20 firings)o

b. Two firings were disqAulified from accuracy copuptAtions.
Firing zuber 4 (see chart in appendix C) was disqiwlified because the
missile struck a. sapling stump and crashed short of the target. This
firing was conducted in moderate raiu and the stump was not visible to
the gunner because of the range and the rain. Tho missile was well sta-
bilized on the target for 4 or 5 seconds prior to impact with the stump.
One minute before this firing the same gunner got a good hit on the sane
target under the same conditions. Firing number 24 was disqualified because
he gunner did not connect the control stick cable and the missile flight

was uncontrolled. Detailed informattion on all firings is presented in
appendix C.

C. The considerable improvement in accuracy which resulted when
the Lear MIIACON IUC was utilized in its present configuration should be
noted. The overall percentage of hits obtained from firings in flighL.
using the Lear MIIACON DHC in its present configuration (see paragraph
a was 85 percent ( hits out of 13 l rings).

4. (C) Test No. 4 - Rugedness. The HU-l helicopter with the 8S-11
system insaled Wms flown 202 hours. All flights were made with all
control components of the SS-11 system installed; the maJority of the
flights were conducted with a full missile load. The helicopter was op-
erated at maximum gross weight approximtely 75 percent of the test period.
The helicopter was flown thraqh all weneuvers considered normal for its
type. These included autorotations, running landings, rapid decelerations,
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steep turns and flights in moderate turbulence Missiles were installod
on the launchers in the "Reay-to-Fire" condition and flown for periods
ranging from I to 6 hours prie- to firing with no apparent effects. No
replacement or repair was required by an, system component, and no failures
or defects were n6ted in thi launcher booms, supports, braces or other
hardware.

5. ( Test No. 5- limatic Effects. The helicopter equipped with
the SS-11 system was operated in te vicinity of Fort Rucker, Alabama,
Redstone Arsenal, Alabam, Fort Knox, Kbntucky, and Fort Benning, Georgia,
during the period 1 November 1959 to 27 May 1960. The helicopter was
parked outdoors the entire test period except for brief periods when it
was hangared for maintenance which requi.red shop facilities.

a. The helicopter was flown through light to moderate rain with
mdssiles loaded in the "Ready" condition prior to firing. The missiles
uictioned properly with no adverse effects from the rain. The rain which

accumulated on the windshiel4 did not restrict the gunner's use of the
P-61 sight. The gunner's side of the 'cockpit (copilot's side) was not
equipped with a windshield wiper.

b. Frequently during the test the helicopter was operated in areas
where sand and dust clouds weie easily generated by the rotor wash and the
wind. The SS-ll system, including.missil4s, functioned properly during
exposure to this type of contaminationo Only normal care and cleaning
practices were required to mmintain the system under all conditions encoun-
terd during the test period.

6. (C) Test go. 6 - Rerdiness.

a. "Two tests were run to determine the preparations and time
required to load the full complement (six) of missiles aboard the helicopter
in the "Ready-to-Fire" condition,

(1) In one test, the helicopter was landed at aa aimouaition
point where a ground loading crew and missiles ready for loading vere
available. The ground loading c1w consisted of four men, two men to load
each side of the helicopter. The missiles were assembled and checked prior
to the arrival of the helicopter. Seven minutes were required for the
loading crew to load the six missiles aboard the helicopter in the "Ready-
to-Fire" condition.

(2) In the second test, the helicopter was landed at an
amnunition "cache" where the missiles were stored in their shipping crates
and ground personnel were not available to assist the helicopter crew.
The helicopter pilot and the gunner performed the entire operation. This
consisted of removing the issile components from the shipping crates,
checking and installing the three dry cell batteries tixing the warhead
to the missile body, checking the jetavators (control spoilers at the

12
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sustainer motor exhaust port) for proper operation, and loading the missileson the launchers,. It required 30 minutes for the helicopter crew to land,
perform this operation, and take off.,

b. The HU-l helicopter possesses excellent readiness characteris-
tics. An HU-l on the alert line can be one mile away at 500 feet altitude
in less than 60 seconds after the pilot engges the starter, Further, thisttscramble" takeoff is accomplished without exceeding any of the operationaJ.
limitations imposed upon the helicopter. This type of readiness materially
enhances the suitability of the IU-l helicopter as a platform for the SS-l-
system.

7- (0) Test No. 7- He.icoZer Missile Load0

a. The HU-1 helicopter with the complete SS-1I system still
retained considerable load-carrying caability. T~st weight figures were:

HU-2A Helicopter

Mwximum gross weight 7200 lb.

Helicopter empty weight 3975 lb.

SS-11 system (less missiles) 365

Six SS.11 missiles 378

F'ual (full load) 825

Crew (pilot and gunner) 400

Bllast (my be eliminated in 50
production version) Total o o 9o9 o .bo

Total subtracted from maximum gross weight 0 o o 0 ° ._.lb.

LoA capability remaining. 0.... . 6 o, .o 1207 1b.

HU--1B Helicopter

These figures are based on information availabld on the HU-IB and not
on actual tests.

Maximum gross weight 8500 lb.

Helicopter empty weight 4400 lb.

SS-il system (l"s missiles) 365

13



HU-1B Helcopter Chart (Coa-enued),

Six SS-II missiles 378 lb.

Fuel (full load) 936

Crew (pilot and gunner) 400
Total . . . . . . . lb.

Total subtracted from maximum gross weight o . . ° _ Llb.

load capability remaining . . . - .. . . . . . . . . . 2021 lb.

b. These figures show that, weightwise, the HU-lA Helicopter, and
the HU-lB Helicopter when it becomas available, possess the capability of
carrying missiles in addition to the six carried on the launchers. If the
missiles are transported in the shipping crates, six can be carried in the
cargo compartment of the HU-JA. This load will requlre that ballast be
placed in the helicopter tail boom to maintain the center of gravity within
limits.

8. (C) Test No. 8 - Minimum and Maximum F6%sible Ranges. During
the test, missiles were fired at targets at a range boF WO meters to
3000 meters.

a, Minimum Ranip. It vas determined that the sane factors did
not apply- hen determining the minimu range of the helicoptermounted
SS-ll system as those for the ground and other vehicle systems., The
unique mobility of the HU-l helicopter eumbled the crew to fire the missile
at the most desirable range without encountering the problems which may
confront a ground system crew. Further, since tha vulnerability of the
helicopter increases as range decreases, the helicopter" should avoid
attacking targets at ranges less than 1000 meters. Should it ever be
necessary for the helicopter to attack a target close in, tha best minimum
range applicable to the ground systems would apply since the gunner was
never offset from the missile and the missile could always be launched
directly at the target.

b. Maximum Range. The miximum feasible range for the helicopter
system utilizng the sight vas 3000 meters. The flight speed re the
altitude of the helicopter had no apparent effect on the range of the
missile.

9. (C) Test No. 9 " Maintenance and Preflight Service Requirements.
Organizational.intanteance a preflight servicing of he system was performed
by the helicopter crew chief and the pilot-gunners. The crew chief was not
school trained to maintain the system but received instruction and assis-
tance from the Nord. Aviation technical representatives during the test.
The helicopter crew chief could perform organizational maintenance and

14+
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daily pre-firing tests of the system after approximately eight hours of
instruction. The system required no repairs during the test. The crew
chief inspected the system each day as part of the normal preflight in-
spection of the helicopter. The pre-firing test of the system circuits,
which required 15 minutes, was similar to that performed on the ground
vehicle systems with the addition of a check of the emergency jettison
system. A defective signal generator, control box, control stick, or
selection box should be replaced and repaired at a higher echelon
maintenance facility.

10. (C) Test No. 10 - Saf2 Z.

a, Safety features provided were good. The missile motors
could not be ignited and the arhbead could not be armed unless the missile
was free tb lea the launcher. A micro-switch on the launcher had to be
activated by the mssile loeking lever going to the full unlocked position
before the motors could ignite (see figure 8). If a missile had malfunc-
tioned on the launcher during firing, it could have been jettisoned by
pressing the "Individual" Jettison switch on the control box. This would
have jettisoned the launcher and missile selected on the rotary selection
switch. All launchers and missiles could be jettisoned from the helicopter
by pressing the "Total" jettison switch to be located convenient to the
pilot. In the HU-l this switch was located on the pedesta, to the pilot's
left, near the Mrk 8 gunsight control (see figure 3). The Jettison
system provided was electrictl and the missiles could not be Jettisoned
manuaBy in the case of a power failure.

b Safety procedures outlined in the Nord Aviation manual on the
air-to-surface version of the SSAIl system were adequate. No incidents
occurred, which created a hazArd to the crew or to the safe operation of
the helicopter.

11. JC) Test No. 11 - Suitasbility of the HU-1 Helicopter. The HU-1
Helicopter equipped with automatic heading control proved -o 'be a suit-
able vehicle from which to fire and gaide the SS-11 missile. No fligbt
regime of the helicopter adversely qffected the proper functioning of
any component of the missile system. Conversely, firing the missile
did not affect the operation of the helicopter. The gunner's field of
vision from the helicopter vas good. Windshield distortion was not
apparent, even when using the eight-p6wer P-61 sight. The HU-1 heli-
copter has these advantages as a vwhicle for the SS-2l system.

a. The six-missile 8S-U1 system did not 31mit the utility
of the HU-l except for the weight penalty. The HU-1 carried the complete
six-missile SS-1) system, pilot and gunner, and a full load of fuel,
retaining load capability of 1207 pounds and an unrestricted cargo com-
partment to carry it in.
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b. The HU-I configuration permitted the firing of the missiles

while the helicopter was operated in forward flight, at a hover, or on
the ground (see figures 9, 10, and Ii). No missiles were grounded because
of low launch, and no control wires were severed by the rotor. All
launchers were set at the same elevation, nine degrees up,

c. The HU-1 readiness chabracteristics axe excellent. An HU-I
on the alert line can be airborne and a mile away in less than 60 seconds
after the pilot engages the starter (see paragraph 6b).

d, The HU-i has a law noise level and a low silhouette.

e. HU-1 features such as abundant power, automatic r.p.m. and
pwer control, a good flight control trim system, and overall ease of
operation allow the pilot to devote maximum attention to the tactical
oituation. This is especially important since the method of employment
devised during this test requIres that the pilot keep the target in the
gunner's binocular sight by maintaining a precise flight attitude on the
target heading.
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APFENDIX B

FINDINGS

Section I

Thie section contains discrecies requiring elimination in order to

make the item acceptable for use cn a minimum basis.

Discrepany Suggested Corrective Action

1. No sights were provided ith Adopt the P-61 sight evamwted
the helicopter-mounted system. during this test for the heli-

copter-mounted system. Adopt
the standard Mark 8 gunsight for
use by the pilot.

2. Yawing movements of the halt- Adopt the Lear WIIACON DHC evalu'
copter caused the gunner to lose ated during this test, as a neces-
the target and missile in the sary compoment of the helicopter-
sight and miss the targeto mounted &S-1I system.

3- The mounting for the P-61 Mount the P-61 sight overhead in
sight and missile control stick the HU-I instalnation in such a
fabricated at the Aviation Boaxd manner that it can be telescoped
was satisfactory functionally but down before the gunner for firing
was cumbersome and a potential and stowed when not in use. The
hazard "to the gunner if a crash mounting should be adjustable in
occurred. the three axes and should provide

vibration damping adequate to
eliminate or substantially reduce
the effects of helicopter vibra-
tions. Mount the missile control
stick on a small support which
could be quickly inserted in a
bracket on the front of the
gunner's seat for firing and
stowed near the gunner vhen not
in use.

4o There were no provisions for Provide for manual jettisoning
manual jettisoning of the missiles of the missiles and launchers.
in the event that the electrical
jettison system failed.

17
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Section n

This section contains shortcemiugs vhich are desired to be corrected
as practicable, concurrent with elimination of discrepancies in Section 19
or in production engineering or by product improvement.

Shortcoming Sugested Corrective Action

I1 The P-61 sight bad a narrv Increase the field of view and the
field of view, characteristic power of the optics.
of binocular-type sights.

2 The signal generator end the Install the signal &6-z:ator and
selection box were installed in the selection box in one of the
the cabin Just aft of the pedestal aft vleeicabl r actessory
between the two pilots. Thhse compartments.
two items were not manipulated by
the gunner and should have been
installed out of the way.

3, The test instaliation ms Install the SS-11 system at the
forward of the helicopter center helicopter center of gravity.
of gravity requiring ballast
in the helicopter tail boom
to maintain the center of gravity
within acceptable limits.

18



PHOTOGRPS AWD CHaITS
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Figure 1. HUMJ. helicopter with the
88-3. ATOM eyotem instaLled
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Figure 3. Location of the control box and the
pilot's "Total" jettison switch
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~ W GUNNER SIGHT (P61 TYPE)

MISSLE CONTROL $TICK

Figure 4. Gunner's eight a~nd missile control stick
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PILOT'S MARK 8 SIGHT

A00-

Figure 5 P ilot's Yzrk 8 Bight shoving illuminated
reticle. Switches on the pilot's control
stick for operating the Lear KEIACON EEC
(automa.tic headins control)
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SNAL GENERATOR

Figur'e 7. Location of the selection box aud the signal
aenerator in the test helicopter
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Figure 9. SS-1 firing from HU-1
helicopter in forward
flight
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Figure 10. SS-1J. firing from HU-1 helicopter

in hovering flight
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Figre12..SS-U firing frog Uu2 bsAlopter
operatingP on the grond
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